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“Dancing with the Wall” Encore

n Sewing machine and all stuff that goes with sewing: scissors, rotary cutter, 
cutting mat, marking pens/chalk, pins for pinning pieces together and for 
putting onto design wall, thread

n A quilting ruler at least 4”x14”.  Helpful for squaring up components made 
improvisationally

n White Flannel or quilt batting 6’x7’ (to cover design wall)

n Sketchbook and pencil or pen or your other favorite drawing implement

n Spray starch

n Fabric:

 n 2 yards white or off-white

 n 2 yards of a dark (black, dark brown, navy, maroon, forest green)

 n 1-1/2 yards each 4-5 different colors of fabric,  solids or small prints  
 that read as solids that “talk nicely” to each other and that you love

n Table top light with a multi-plug extension with surge protection

n Something to cover your work at night 

STUDENT SUPPLY LISTOther fabrics: Be sure to really look at your image, and spend some time finding 
fabrics which are close in both the color and values you see—batik fabrics are 
preferred for this process. Avoid solids, prints of all types, and fabrics that fray easily.  
Good quality hand dyed cottons are great. This requires you to look at your image very 
carefully. The amounts of each have more to do with your picture, so I cannot give you 
an exact amount.  The advice I can give you have a large variety (something like 30-40 
different fabrics, in 1/8 yard to 1/4 yard amounts, which is most likely enough. 

To Finish your quilt:  A backing fabric cut 4” larger in both width and length than your 
enlargement, and a piece of batting of the same size as the backing, as well as thread 
to machine quilt.  This step is usually not done in class due to time restrictions.

I will bring the following media to the workshop for classroom use, 
but if you want your own set read this information below:

Color Pencils, Ink, Fabrico Markers, and Oil Pastels are all media I regularly use, 
and recommend good quality color pencils like Prismacolor.  I also used Cray Pas oil 
pastels.  Colors in the Fabrico markers will vary according to the image.  Colors I use 
most often are: #152 Sand, #181 Cool Grey, #155 Truffle Brown, and #182 Real Black.


